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The matter of Ben:
I am waiting for the final decision about Ben’s matter.
Opinion of Lukas is important. I want to know how we solved it.
If the certificate can be acceptable for us, please decide his bib number in
Elite. Do you accept giving him “20”?
I am waiting for the answer.

Flight booking:
It is getting delay of booking for my trip to WBC. So I have decided and
order it to my agent. My flight schedule will be same one that I wrote on
this news before. Support from Radim was confirmed and thanks.

Medals and champion jersey of WBC 2013:
As I wrote the last time, I propose it will be order from General Secretary to
Biketrial Spain . I am waiting for the answer.

WBC event information:
Jason is waiting for the official document (a letter from organizer asking
corporation, agenda, map of the venue, transport and accommodation, etc)

from the organizers of WBC. If it will be not sending to all delegates for this
time, the organizer should write the explanation letter to make all
delegates understand the thing. Unless it, I think some delegates cannot
corporate to the events.

Below is a mail from Indonesia .
Dear Hiro,

Mr. Pere Pi has sent WBC R1 Igualada, Catalonia information by email
on 22nd March.
I have not received yet any information about WBC R2 Blansko, Czech
except the date.
We still waiting here.
I thought all will be on BIU website then it's we (delegates) who should
print, isn't it?
Share the pdf files, web links, and ask whether need it printed or not.

About entry, I'm personally still working on looking for supports and
sponsors for riders.
Some riders told their interest but no further confirmation, a rider in
training at my place.

Sincerely yours,
Yosnison Maretsa
INDONESIA
Dear Yos,

As you already know that sending those event information was in the
rules and also promised between me and the host delegates before.

And the deadline was March 19.

The information should be consisted by following items.

A letter of asking maximum corporation from organizer.
The maps of the host country & the venue.
Transport information
Accommodation information
A poster and the handbill of the event
Tourist information
Etc

These items are very important to push each delegate to introduce the
event and send riders.
Just sending some items by e-mail is completely different thing.
You know Yos, when we make the events, we must keep the budget
for promotion most.
More than the competition.
This is sure with my experience.
If not, how we get the participants and spectators?
And if the numbers are low, people will consider not success.
This is sure for me.
WBC event must have well preparation for this reason.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro

23 days are left before closing the entry for WBC 2013. I got no any entry
list from delegates yet. Please keep the deadline.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
28/05/2013

